VIGNOBLES

JANDER
Régions: BORDEAUX
Appellations:
- Moulis en Médoc
- Listrac - Médoc
Terroir :
Sand, gravel & clay-limestone
Grape varieties:
Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon
Amount of production :
100 000 bottles per year

Born in 1998 from the willing of Mr
Jander to create a typical wine
property of the Medoc (Château and
vathouse on the same place),
Vignobles Jander has been built
around the Château of Listrac and
vineyards
of
Château
Sémaillan-Mazeau.
Since the creation, the team of 5
employees works on 17 ha, with a
grape varieties of 53% merlot and
47% of cabernet. Our modern
vathouse has been built in 1998 and
designed by the architect F.Guyesse,
especially known for its impact on the
new Bordeaux.

Vineyard management :
Organic farming
Winemaking:
We have a vathouse which allows us
to make each wine regarding its
terroir identity and to respect raw
materials as much as possible.
We vinify without crushing and with
the softest extraction as possible.
Distribution channel:
- Château Sémeillan-Mazeau is sold
in supermarket and abroad
- Câteau Jander is only sold in cellars
and on the property.

Our philosophy:
“Our objective is to make wine for meals,
because the wine is an essential element
of the meal and from our culinary
tradition. We don’t make our wine for
professional tastings but in order to
please greedy wine lovers. So we pay
special attention to well balance
bitterness, acidity and sweetness of the
tannins. We want to make wine which
doesn’t prevail meals. We want the perfect
food and wine pairing, allowing to highlight
the cooking and sublimize our wines.”
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